
2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class
An experience like no other.



Vehicle Highlights DESIGN 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Extended length, exclusive
details.
With an elegantly lengthened body, the Mercedes-Maybach S
600 exudes majesty, presence and grace. From the intricate
vertical details of its chrome double-bar grille, to the sweep
of its extended rear quarters, it is genuinely grand in both
proportion and detail. And yet it retains the lithe muscle of
the acclaimed S-Class, with taut body lines, impossibly tight
tolerances, and LED illumination that is at once intriguing and
highly effective.

The Mercedes-Maybach S 600
cabin experience
The Mercedes-Maybach S 600 cabin is overflowing with
advanced technology. Yet its timeless, thoughtful attention to
detail ensures it’s never overwhelming. Nappa leather is
hand-tailored to virtually every surface, and can even be
fitted to the ceiling. Exotic, handcrafted wood trim with LED
under lighting ensconces the occupants. It even wraps
around the executive rear seats, which are not only heated
and ventilated, they also power-recline and can offer a “hot
stone” massage.

20" wheels
The majesty of the Mercedes-Maybach S 600 starts from the
road up, where substantial 20" alloy wheels bestow it with
presence at a standstill and poise underway. The standard
multi-spoke design features a shimmering Thulium Silver
finish. Exclusive forged-alloy wheels are available in two
exclusive designs: a sleek, subtly dished “full disc” wheel is
polished to a rich, satiny lustre, and a new multi-spoke wheel
conveys the intricate precision and power of its biturbo V-12.



Vehicle Highlights TECHNOLOGY 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

100% LED lighting
The Mercedes-Maybach S 600 provides brilliant illumination
without a single lightbulb. From its full-LED headlamps with
Adaptive Highbeam Assist and Active Curve Illumination, to
its multizone, multicolour ambient cabin lighting, nearly 500
LEDs provide lighting that’s more efficient, effective and
enduring.

PRE-SAFE Brake
Radar-based technology alerts you if you’re approaching a
vehicle ahead at a speed and distance that suggest a
collision is likely. In addition to alerting the driver, its
Adaptive Brake Assist with autonomous braking can apply up
to 100% of the car’s braking force automatically from speeds
up to 105 km/h, to help prevent a collision or reduce its
severity.

ATTENTION ASSIST
The first system of its kind, ATTENTION ASSIST can
automatically alert the driver if it detects signs of drowsiness
on long trips. It continuously monitors up to 70 parameters of
driving behaviour, starting in the first few minutes of a drive.
The latest generation of this innovation can help detect
drivers who begin their trip drowsy, and offer more useful
information via the dashboard display.



Vehicle Highlights TECHNOLOGY cont. 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Advanced driving assists
The groundbreaking systems of Intelligent Drive helps ease
your every move. Radar-based DISTRONIC PLUS adapts your
cruising speed to the traffic flow, even if it’s stop-and-go,
while its Steering Assist helps keep you centred in your lane.
Active Lane Keeping and Blind Spot Assists keep a virtual eye
to either side. Cross-Traffic Assist watches for vehicles and
pedestrians in your path. And PRE-SAFE PLUS helps prepare
for a rear-end collision before it happens.

Innovative parking assists
PARKTRONIC’s ultrasonic sensors help detect obstacles
while you’re negotiating tight spaces, alerting you with
audiovisual indicators in the cabin. Active Parking Assist can
help you find a parking spot, then expertly steer you in
hands-free — like a virtual valet. The standard rearview
camera shows a live colour view of the area behind your
vehicle on the in-dash screen, or take a look around with the
advanced 360° camera and the advanced Surround View
System.



Vehicle Highlights LUXURY 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Indulgent comfort, enduring
support
Intuitive controls offer 16-way power adjustment of the
heated front seats. But that’s just the beginning of the car’s
comforts. The armrests, doors and rear seats are also
heated. The seats can add side support in corners, and offer
a “hot stone” massage or cooling ventilation. And with such
available indulgences as twin lounge seats, a refrigerated
compartment and bespoke silver Champagne flutes, the rear
cabin rivals the comforts of a private jet.

Digital instruments and touchpad
COMAND
Dual 12.3" high-resolution screens combine the
analogue-style gauges with animated displays of driving
systems, vehicle settings, entertainment and navigation. An
intuitive touchpad makes the advanced COMAND system
even easier to use, including fingertip gestures and
handwriting recognition. The standard Head-Up Display,
appears to “float” over the hood, providing useful driving
information with minimal “eyes off the road.”

COMAND navigation and audio
The COMAND system includes navigation with a 200GB hard
drive for maps and data, as well as lane guidance as you
approach turns, and LINGUATRONIC voice control that can
learn your natural way of speaking. Listening choices are
nearly limitless, from standard SiriusXM Radio to Bluetooth
wireless audio streaming, two USB ports, and a 10GB Music
Register.



Vehicle Highlights LUXURY cont. 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Burmester Surround Sound
System
One of the most respected names in handcrafted high-end
home audio, Germany’s Burmester® has developed a
superlative surround-sound system for the
Mercedes-Maybach S 600.  The standard Burmester
High-End 3D Surround Sound system aims to be the pinnacle
of mobile audio, with 1,520 total watts delivering
unsurpassed audio quality via 24 speakers, including 3D
speakers in the ceiling.

Advanced locking and starting
features.
From its pushbutton KEYLESS-START feature to its power
trunk lid, the Mercedes-Maybach S 600 makes getaways
easier. Standard KEYLESS-GO lets you unlock and lock the
car with a touch of any door handle. And the power trunk
closer includes HANDS-FREE ACCESS, which opens or closes
the trunk with just a gentle kick of your foot under the rear
bumper — ideal when your arms are full.

Purified, and rarified air
Dual charcoal filters team with an ionizer that uses an
electrical charge to virtually eliminate impurities and odours
from the cabin air. It helps make the air quality more
enjoyable and healthier, especially for those with asthma or
allergies. A fragrance atomizer introduces any of four
distinctive yet subtle aromas via an LED-backlit vial in the
glovebox and special ductwork. The scent won’t linger on
cabin surfaces or your clothes.



Vehicle Highlights PERFORMANCE 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Advanced biturbo V-12 power
A superlative biturbo V-12 powers the Mercedes-Maybach S
600 with commanding authority. Such thoroughbred
specifications as a diecast alloy block, forged pistons and
sodium-filled exhaust valves team with twin-spark ignition,
advanced engine controls and an ECO Start/Stop system to
improve performance, efficiency emissions. A 7-speed
automatic transmission with shift paddles is equally smooth
and sporty.

Innovations in comfort and
control
The Mercedes-Maybach S 600 takes the industry’s most
advanced active suspension to a new level. Standard
camera-assisted MAGIC BODY CONTROL is an industry-first
“proactive” suspension that can actually see bumps ahead,
and act to quell them in real time. It also offers a choice of
Sport and Comfort modes, plus automatic levelling at all four
wheels.



Options and Accessories 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Executive Rear Seating Package
Twin rear seats with a centre console for an experience beyond first class.

Folding tables for rear seats
Twin folding tables, elegantly edged in aluminum, rise from the console
so you can work in comfort on the go, or stow away when not desired. 

Heated and cooled rear cupholders
Innovative technology helps keep your hot drinks warmer or your
chilled drinks cooler at the touch of a button. Colour-keyed red or blue
LED lighting illuminates the cupholders while indicating the selected
mode.

Executive rear seats with memory
Twin power-reclining seats let rear passengers ride in first-class
comfort. In addition to power cushion angle adjustment, the seatbacks
recline up to 43 degrees without reducing legroom. Each seat also
includes a memory system and power calf rest. The right seat adds a
power footrest, plus rear-cabin controls for the right-front seat. This
feature lets you expand your legroom by moving the unoccupied front
seat forward by an additional three inches, and tilting its seatback.

Rear-cabin refrigerator compartment
Reduces trunk space when installed, but is removable

Keep your favourite beverages perfectly chilled for enjoyment with this
compact refrigerated compartment concealed between the rear
seatbacks.



Options and Accessories 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Executive Rear Seating Package cont.
Twin rear seats with a centre console for an experience beyond first class.

Magnetic champagne flutes
A pair of silver-plated champagne flutes is custom-made by Robbe &
Berking, German silversmiths for five generations. Magnetic pads in the
console help keep them in place while passengers are enjoying them.
They nest into a rear-cabin compartment when not in use. (Please obey
local laws.)



Options and Accessories 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Extended Leather Package
Extraordinary outfitting that takes the Mercedes-Maybach cabin above first class.

Extended Nappa leather cabin elements
Countless additional cabin surfaces, from the front seat supports to the
roof pillars, are exquisitely tailored in indulgent Nappa leather, as are
the door sills and centre consoles. The rear cabin includes a pair of
two-tone Nappa-covered throw pillows. It’s ample evidence that not a
single detail of the Mercedes-Maybach S 600 has been left unattended.

Nappa leather roof liner
The ceiling is also lavishly lined in supple Nappa leather, with diamond
quilting on the rear vanity-mirror covers. The overhead assist grips and
side sun blinds match the ceiling colour.



Options and Accessories 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Standalone Options
Make your Mercedes-Maybach S 600 your own by choosing from a selection of innovative,
thoughtfully designed and thoroughly engineered options.

Rear-cabin refrigerator compartment
Reduces trunk space when installed, but is removable

Keep your favourite beverages perfectly chilled for enjoyment with this
compact refrigerated compartment concealed between the rear
seatbacks.

SPLITVIEW front-seat entertainment system
An exclusive breakthrough in video technology allows the central
high-resolution in-dash widescreen to show two different displays to
the driver and front passenger. So while the driver continues to enjoy
all the functionality of the standard COMAND system, including audio,
navigation and easy control of vehicle settings, the passenger can
watch a DVD movie using the standard in-dash player, wireless remote
and wireless headphones.

20" Mercedes-Maybach Exclusive forged-alloy wheels
A Mercedes-Maybach Exclusive wheel design features a sleek “full
disc” design with five mirror-image pairs of ventilation slots around its
perimeter. Each prominent, subtly dished wheel’s surface is polished to
a rich, satiny lustre to convey an understated yet unmistakable sense of
style.

20" multi-spoke forged-alloy wheels
Large in size yet light in weight, the multispoke design of these 20"
wheels offers an elegant high-tech look befitting the precisely tuned
performance of the Mercedes-Maybach. Fitted with high-performance
tires, their confident handling is an ideal complement to the car's
capable suspension.



Options and Accessories 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Standalone Options cont.
Make your Mercedes-Maybach S 600 your own by choosing from a selection of innovative,
thoughtfully designed and thoroughly engineered options.

§ semi-aniline leather upholstery
Hand-selected, handcrafted and supremely supple § semi-aniline
leather tailors the seating surfaces and head restraints. Unique seat
inserts feature quilted diamond-pattern stitching that also extends to
the Nappa leather dashboard, centre armrest and door inserts. Subtle
square button tufts and wide piping detail each seat with
near-impossible precision and unparalleled style.

§ Brown Sunburst Myrtle wood trim
Rich in colour and captivating in its swirled grain, polished Sunburst
Myrtle wood is handcrafted by the artisans who make § the
finest expression of Mercedes-Benz craftsmanship..

§ Metalized Ash wood trim
One of the most striking trim choices ever offered on a Mercedes-Benz,
the light colour and flowing grain patterns of Ash wood are stained
using a metal-infused process that results in an exotic silver tone.
Crafted by the experts hands of § artisans, it's a celebration of
old-world workmanship and modern art.

§ Black Piano Lacquer “Flowing Lines” wood trim
Impossibly thin and precise blonde “pinstripes” accent the infinitely
deep Black Piano Lacquer wood throughout the cabin in this unique,
exclusive embellishment. The “Flowing Lines” celebrate the
multidimensional, organic design that sculpts the cabin’s various
components into an extraordinary cohesive environment.



Options and Accessories 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Standalone Options cont.
Make your Mercedes-Maybach S 600 your own by choosing from a selection of innovative,
thoughtfully designed and thoroughly engineered options.

§ Piano Black Lacquer Trim
Crafted using the same technique as is used to create the finest
orchestral instruments, Black Piano Lacquer lends the hand-finished
wood trim of the Mercedes-Maybach an elegant, extravagant
excitement.

Burl Walnut wood trim
Hand-polished Burl Walnut wood, prized for its rich colour and
distinctive grain patterns, graces the console, dash and doors, lending
the ultramodern cockpit a further air of timeless refinement.



Options and Accessories 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Genuine Accessories
Exclusively engineered to fit your car and your life, they’re the best way to make
your S-Class Maybach unmistakably yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.

Car care products
Keep the interior and exterior of your vehicle looking their best with our
exclusive, specially formulated interior and exterior car care kits.

Cargo area tray
Protect your cargo-area carpeting with this durable, easy to clean
plastic insert with 2" sides. Custom-formed to fit the cargo area of your
vehicle.

Navigation update
Owning a navigation system is one thing. Keeping it up to date is
another. Mercedes-Benz map update software keeps your maps and
Points of Interest current with the latest information. 

Wheel upgrades
Choose from a wide selection of stunning wheels to accentuate your
style.



Options and Accessories 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Genuine Accessories cont.
Exclusively engineered to fit your car and your life, they’re the best way to make
your S-Class Maybach unmistakably yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.

Roof accessories
Roof carrier bars allow for a variety of add-on accessories to be
mounted to your vehicle. Choose from a ski/snowboard holder, roof
box or bike rack. Carrier bars and add-ons sold separately.

Winter wheel & tire packages
Winter wheels and tires can play a major role in your safety and your
vehicle’s handling and performance on icy, snow-covered roads. Winter
tires offer increased traction in harsh conditions and can reduce
stopping distance by up to three car lengths.

Style and Travel Series
These elements attach behind the front head-restraint posts, and are
simple to fit and remove. The modular system centers on a base
support that can be combined with the product of your choice —
universal hook, coat hanger or folding table. 



Specifications 2017 Mercedes-Maybach S-Class

Engine6.0L bi-turbo V12Power/torque523 hp / 612 lb-ftAcceleration0–100 km/h5.0 secFuel economycity/hwy18.2 / 11.0 L/100 kmSuspensionMAGIC BODY CONTROL with Road Surface Scan and 4-wheel
level control
Wheels20" multi-spoke Engine 6.0L bi-turbo V12

Power/torque 523 hp / 612 lb-ft

Acceleration 0–100 km/h 5.0 sec

Fuel economy city/hwy 18.2 / 11.0 L/100 km

 
Suspension
   

MAGIC BODY CONTROL with Road Surface Scan and 4-wheel
level control  

Wheels 20" multi-spoke

 

Mercedes-Maybach S 600 Sedan

Power
@ 4,900–5,300 rpm

Torque
@ 1,900–4,000 rpm

Acceleration
0–100 km/h

523hp

612 lb-ft

5.0sec


